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Are You a Beetle?
by Judy Allen

Can you find a six-spotted tiger beetle in your own backyard? Read about the
everyday life of this sharp-jawed garden beetle.
Did you know the six-spotted tiger beetle is one of around 400,000 types of
beetle in the world? A six-spotted tiger beetle is bright metallic green and, like
the tiger, it has sharp and very powerful jaws! Are you a Beetle? will give
young children an inside look at the everyday life of this fascinating insect.
They can find out where the mother beetle buries her eggs, how the egg
hatches into a tiny caterpillar, how the adult beetles grab passing ants and
spiders to eat from the safety of their burrow, and much more.

Author Bio

Judy Allen is an award-winning author whose novel Awaiting Developments
was short-listed for the Whitbread Children's Novel Award.

Judy Allen, along with illustrator Tudor Humphries, created Kingfisher's award-
winning Backyard Books series and many other successful books, including
the Reading Rainbow selections Tiger and Seal

Kingfisher
On Sale: Jun 18/19
8.25 x 8.25 • 32 pages
9780753474914 • $10.50 • pb
Juvenile Nonfiction / Animals / Insects, Spiders, Etc. •
Ages 5-8 years
Series: Backyard Books

Notes

Promotion
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Awesome Ambulances
by Tony Mitton, illustrated by Ant Parker

Turn on the siren and zoom down the streets with some animal paramedics in
this cheerful picture book all about ambulances. Lively wordplay, vibrant art,
plus a visual dictionary, make this title a must-have for bookshelves
everywhere. 

This book is filled with humorous rhyming text by the award-winning poet Tony
Mitton, which perfectly complements Ant Parker's bold, bright illustrations. A
picture dictionary identifying ambulance parts builds vocabulary and makes
learning about ambulances exciting and fun.

Author Bio

TONY MITTON was born in Tripoli, North Africa, and grew up in Africa,
Germany, Hong Kong, and England. He divides his time between teaching
and writing children's books. He lives in Cambridge, England. Ant Parker
studied drawing and printing at the Bath Academy of Art in England and has
taught papermaking, printing and bookbinding workshops for children.
Toddlers and parents around the globe have discovered the irresistible appeal
of his wacky cartoon characters in Flashing Fire Engines, Terrific Trains,
Dazzling Diggers, and Roaring Rockets. Other titles include Charlie the
Chicken and Desmond the Dog.

Kingfisher
On Sale: May 7/19
6.25 x 6.25 • 20 pages
9780753474945 • $9.99 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Transportation / Cars & Trucks •
Ages 2-5 years
Series: Amazing Machines

Notes

Promotion
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Wow! Look What Dinosaurs Could Do!
by Jacqueline McCann, illustrated by Ste Johnson

Travel back in time to dig up some surprising facts about dinosaurs!

Did you know that the word dinosaur means "terrible lizard," the heaviest
dinosaur weighed as much as 17 African elephants, and that Stegosaurus had
a brain the size of a walnut? Learn more surprising facts in this lively and
fascinating picture book all about dinosaurs.

Wow! is a fantastic series not only filled with the best and most amazing facts
about popular science topics, but each book also includes beautiful
illustrations with fun and interactive artwork clues that lead readers through
the book and stimulate discussion. This appealing series is certain to make
readers say "Wow!"over and over again.

Author Bio

Jacqueline McCann has twenty years' experience of children's publishing and
has published, edited and written many books for children. She has worked
across fiction and non-fiction, comics, character-led series and young novelty
books.

Kingfisher
On Sale: May 7/19
9.4 x 11.2 • 32 pages
9780753474549 • $12.99 • pb
Juvenile Nonfiction / Animals / Dinosaurs & Prehistoric
Creatures • Ages 5-8 years
Series: Wow!

Notes

Promotion
Featured in 'New Releases' e-newsletter to over 6K
subscribers
Competition giveaway on social channels to Kingfisher
subscribers
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Wow! Look What Dinosaurs Could Do!
by Jacqueline McCann, illustrated by Ste Johnson

Travel back in time to dig up some surprising facts about dinosaurs!
Did you know that the word dinosaur means "terrible lizard," the heaviest
dinosaur weighed as much as 17 African elephants, and that Stegosaurus had
a brain the size of a walnut? Learn more surprising facts in this lively and
fascinating picture book all about dinosaurs.

Wow! is a fantastic series not only filled with the best and most amazing facts
about popular science topics, but each book also includes beautiful
illustrations with fun and interactive artwork clues that lead readers through
the book and stimulate discussion. This appealing series is certain to make
readers say "Wow!"over and over again.

Author Bio

Jacqueline McCann has twenty years' experience of children's publishing and
has published, edited and written many books for children. She has worked
across fiction and non-fiction, comics, character-led series and young novelty
books.

Kingfisher
On Sale: May 7/19
9.4 x 11.2 • 32 pages
9780753474532 • $22.99 • CL - With dust jacket
Juvenile Nonfiction / Animals / Dinosaurs & Prehistoric
Creatures • Ages 5-8 years
Series: Wow!

Notes

Promotion
Featured in 'New Releases' e-newsletter to over 6K
subscribers
Competition giveaway on social channels to Kingfisher
subscribers
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Wow! Look What Vehicles Can Do!
by Jacqueline McCann, illustrated by Ste Johnson

All aboard for some surprising facts about vehicles!
Did you know that the first train reached a top speed of only 5 miles per hour,
that helicopters are also called whirlybirds, and that some submarines can
stay underwater for months at a time? Learn more surprising facts in this lively
and fascinating picture book all about vehicles. 

Wow! is a fantastic series not only filled with the best and most amazing facts
about popular science topics, but each book also includes beautiful
illustrations with fun and interactive artwork clues that lead readers through
the book and stimulate discussion. This appealing series is certain to make
readers say "Wow!"over and over again.

Author Bio

Jacqueline McCann has twenty years' experience of children's publishing and
has published, edited and written many books for children. She has worked
across fiction and non-fiction, comics, character-led series and, more recently,
young novelty books.

Kingfisher
On Sale: May 7/19
9.4 x 11.2 • 32 pages
9780753474525 • $12.99 • pb
Juvenile Nonfiction / Transportation / General • Ages 5
-8 years
Series: Wow!

Notes

Promotion
Feature in New Releases' e-newsletter to over 6K
subscribers
Competition on social channels to win free copies
targeted to Kingfishers subscribers
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Wow! Look What Vehicles Can Do!
by Jacqueline McCann, illustrated by Ste Johnson

All aboard for some surprising facts about vehicles!
Did you know that the first train reached a top speed of only 5 miles per hour,
that helicopters are also called whirlybirds, and that some submarines can
stay underwater for months at a time? Learn more surprising facts in this lively
and fascinating picture book all about vehicles. 

Wow! is a fantastic series not only filled with the best and most amazing facts
about popular science topics, but each book also includes beautiful
illustrations with fun and interactive artwork clues that lead readers through
the book and stimulate discussion. This appealing series is certain to make
readers say "Wow!"over and over again.

Author Bio

Jacqueline McCann has twenty years' experience of children's publishing and
has published, edited and written many books for children. She has worked
across fiction and non-fiction, comics, character-led series and, more recently,
young novelty books.

Kingfisher
On Sale: May 7/19
9.4 x 11.2 • 32 pages
9780753474518 • $22.99 • CL - With dust jacket
Juvenile Nonfiction / Transportation / General • Ages 5
-8 years
Series: Wow!

Notes

Promotion
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Basher Basics: Space Exploration
by Simon Basher, illustrated by Simon Basher

Now with updated space facts and information on the latest space missions
and probes - just in time to celebrate the 50th Anniversary of the Apollo 11
Moon Landing!
From Basher, the illustrator who showed the periodic table in a whole new
light and gave us his fresh spin on physics, astronomy, planet Earth, chemistry
and more, comes a book that shines its light into out-of-this-world beings who
make the universe tick. 

Learn about the amazing research that is revolutionizing space exploration,
from the pioneering space crafts and equipment known as 'Space Aces' that
have been used to delve into deep-space exploration to the scientists known
as 'The Outerplanetary Mob' that have not only taken voyages to space and
back but have contributed to our understanding of the universe. Space
Exploration is a compelling guide to developments at the very forefront of
science - a must-read for anyone wishing to understand, and engage with,
modern space.

Author Bio

Artist and designer Simon Basher has fun playing in the world of
contemporary character design. Inspired by a love of simple line work and a
rich color palette, his characters fill the gap between edgy manga and the
cuteness of Hello Kitty. He lives in England. Artist and designer Simon Basher
has fun playing in the world of contemporary character design. Inspired by a
love of simple line work and a rich color palette, his characters fill the gap
between edgy manga and the cuteness of Hello Kitty. He lives in England.

Kingfisher
On Sale: May 21/19
7 x 7 • 64 pages
9780753475065 • $11.99 • pb
Juvenile Nonfiction / Science & Tech / Astronomy •
Ages 8-12 years
Series: Basher Basics

Notes

Promotion
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Basher Basics: Space Exploration
by Simon Basher, illustrated by Simon Basher

Now with updated space facts and information on the latest space missions
and probes - just in time to celebrate the 50th Anniversary of the Apollo 11
Moon Landing!
From Basher, the illustrator who showed the periodic table in a whole new
light and gave us his fresh spin on physics, astronomy, planet Earth, chemistry
and more, comes a book that shines its light into out-of-this-world beings who
make the universe tick. 

Learn about the amazing research that is revolutionizing space exploration,
from the pioneering space crafts and equipment known as 'Space Aces' that
have been used to delve into deep-space exploration to the scientists known
as 'The Outerplanetary Mob' that have not only taken voyages to space and
back but have contributed to our understanding of the universe. Space
Exploration is a compelling guide to developments at the very forefront of
science - a must-read for anyone wishing to understand, and engage with,
modern space.

Author Bio

Artist and designer Simon Basher has fun playing in the world of
contemporary character design. Inspired by a love of simple line work and a
rich color palette, his characters fill the gap between edgy manga and the
cuteness of Hello Kitty. He lives in England. Artist and designer Simon Basher
has fun playing in the world of contemporary character design. Inspired by a
love of simple line work and a rich color palette, his characters fill the gap
between edgy manga and the cuteness of Hello Kitty. He lives in England.

Kingfisher
On Sale: May 21/19
7 x 7 • 64 pages
9780753475072 • $16.99 • CL - With dust jacket
Juvenile Nonfiction / Science & Tech / Astronomy •
Ages 8-12 years
Series: Basher Basics

Notes

Promotion
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My Best Book of Early People
by Margaret Hynes and Mike White

Travel back in time to discover who our early ancestors were
The Best Book of Early People is the perfect introduction to the advances of
humankind from its primitive beginnings. How did Neanderthals make tools?
Who were the first artists? When was writing invented? This book has the
answers!

Author Bio

Margaret Hynes has written and edited a variety of children's titles on topics
as diverse as vocabulary, dinosaurs, history, soccer, science, and animals.
She is also the author of Kingfisher Young Knowledge: Polar Lands. Mike
White contributed to The Best Book of Early People from Kingfisher.

Kingfisher
On Sale: Jun 11/19
7.25 x 8.5 • 32 pages
9780753474990 • $10.50 • pb
Juvenile Nonfiction / History / Prehistoric • Ages 5-8
years
Series: Best Book of

Notes

Promotion
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My Best Book of Trains
by Richard Balkwill

Climb aboard for a journey into the fascinating world of trains!
Learn all about trains from the first railroads to today's incredibly high-speed
trains, from steam engines through electric trains and into what the future
might have in store. Taking you across continents, through tunnels, and over
bridges, this is the perfect introduction for train-mad children.

Author Bio

Richard Balkwill is a lecturer in Publishing Studies at the City University,
London, and an associate consultant in the Centre of International Publishing
Studies at Oxford Brookes University, UK. In his spare time, Richard writes
about trains, and is fascinated by all things locomotive.

Kingfisher
On Sale: Jun 11/19
7.25 x 8.5 • 32 pages
9780753474983 • $10.50 • pb
Juvenile Nonfiction / Railroads & Trains • Ages 5-8
years
Series: Best Books of

Notes

Promotion
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Walking on the Moon
by Caryn Jenner

Imagine you were there as the first human walked on the surface of the Moon!
Celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Apollo 11 Moon landing by reading
about the people and events that led up to this historic milestone.

The Imagine You Were There... series celebrates events that changed the
world and the people who made them happen. 2019 sees the 50th
anniversary of the Apollo 11 Moon landing, and Walking on the Moon
celebrates this milestone by helping readers imagine what it was like to
actually be there. Blended with stunning photographs and lively artwork, the
book includes step-by-step details of events leading up to the mission,
eyewitness accounts, and features on people who helped make the first Moon
landings happen, including many of the hundreds of dedicated people working
"behind the scenes" at NASA.

Author Bio

Caryn Jenner writes and edits a variety of books for children of all ages,
including both fiction and nonfiction. Her picture book, Starting School, was
one of the eight books longlisted for the UK?s 2012 School Library
Association Information Book Award in the Under 7 age group. Caryn also
teaches English to speakers of other languages and volunteers at a local
school. She grew up in the United States but has made her home in the UK
for many years.

Kingfisher
On Sale: Jun 12/19
9.5 x 12 • 64 pages
9780753475003 • $12.99 • CL - With dust jacket
Juvenile Nonfiction / Science & Tech / Aeronautics,
Astronautics & Space Science • Ages 7-11 years
Series: Imagine You Were There

Notes

Promotion
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Winning the Vote for Women
by Caryn Jenner

Imagine you were there campaigning for women's right to vote. Celebrate the
100th anniversary of this historic milestone by reading about the people and
worldwide events that led to the 19th Amendment giving American women the
right to vote.

The Imagine You Were There... series celebrates events that changed the
world and the people who made them happen. 2019 sees the 100th
anniversary of the passing of the 19th Amendment giving women the vote in
the United States. Winning the Vote for Women celebrates this milestone by
helping readers imagine what it was like to be there. Blended with stunning
photographs and lively artwork, the book looks at the start of the women's
suffrage movement under Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony. It
includes details of events leading up to passing of the historic Amendment,
how women campaigned (and won) in other countries, eyewitness accounts of
the suffragettes and their harsh treatment by the authorities, and features on
the women and men who helped change history.

Author Bio

Caryn Jenner writes and edits a variety of books for children of all ages,
including both fiction and nonfiction. Her picture book, Starting School, was
one of the eight books longlisted for the UK?s 2012 School Library
Association Information Book Award in the Under 7 age group. Caryn also
teaches English to speakers of other languages and volunteers at a local
school. She grew up in the United States but has made her home in the UK
for many years.

Kingfisher
On Sale: Jun 12/19
9.5 x 12 • 64 pages
9780753475010 • $12.99 • CL - With dust jacket
Juvenile Nonfiction / Biography & Autobiography /
Women • Ages 7-11 years
Series: Imagine You Were There

Notes

Promotion
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Patrolling Police Cars
by Tony Mitton, illustrated by Ant Parker

Patrol the streets with some cool animal drivers in this cheerful picture book
all about police cars. Lively wordplay, vibrant art, plus a visual dictionary,
make this title a must-have for bookshelves everywhere. 

This book is filled with humorous rhyming text by the award-winning poet Tony
Mitton, which perfectly complements Ant Parker's bold, bright illustrations. A
picture dictionary identifying police car parts builds vocabulary and makes
learning about police cars exciting and fun.

Author Bio

TONY MITTON was born in Tripoli, North Africa, and grew up in Africa,
Germany, Hong Kong, and England. He divides his time between teaching
and writing children's books. He lives in Cambridge, England. Ant Parker
studied drawing and printing at the Bath Academy of Art in England and has
taught papermaking, printing and bookbinding workshops for children.
Toddlers and parents around the globe have discovered the irresistible appeal
of his wacky cartoon characters in Flashing Fire Engines, Terrific Trains,
Dazzling Diggers, and Roaring Rockets. Other titles include Charlie the
Chicken and Desmond the Dog.

Kingfisher
On Sale: May 7/19
6.25 x 6.25 • 20 pages
9780753474952 • $9.99 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Transportation / Cars & Trucks •
Ages 2-5 years
Series: Amazing Machines

Notes

Promotion
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Are You a Beetle?
by Judy Allen

Can you find a six-spotted tiger beetle in your own backyard? Read about the
everyday life of this sharp-jawed garden beetle.
Did you know the six-spotted tiger beetle is one of around 400,000 types of
beetle in the world? A six-spotted tiger beetle is bright metallic green and, like
the tiger, it has sharp and very powerful jaws! Are you a Beetle? will give
young children an inside look at the everyday life of this fascinating insect.
They can find out where the mother beetle buries her eggs, how the egg
hatches into a tiny caterpillar, how the adult beetles grab passing ants and
spiders to eat from the safety of their burrow, and much more.

Author Bio

Judy Allen is an award-winning author whose novel Awaiting Developments
was short-listed for the Whitbread Children's Novel Award.

Judy Allen, along with illustrator Tudor Humphries, created Kingfisher's award-
winning Backyard Books series and many other successful books, including
the Reading Rainbow selections Tiger and Seal

Kingfisher
On Sale: Jun 18/19
8.25 x 8.25 • 32 pages
9780753475041 • $16.99 • CL - With dust jacket
Juvenile Nonfiction / Animals / Insects, Spiders, Etc. •
Ages 5-8 years
Series: Backyard Books

Notes

Promotion
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Are You a Centipede?
by Judy Allen

Can you find a centipede in your own backyard? Read about the everyday life
of this fascinating multi-legged insect.
Did you know there are around 8,000 types of centipede in the world? The
name "centipede" means 100 feet, although not every centipede has that
many feet. And centipedes can't count anyway! Are You a Centipede? will give
young children an inside look at the everyday life of this fascinating insect.
They can find out why the female centipede is such a good mother, what
happens when her eggs hatch, how centipedes can run very fast to catch
insects and small spiders to eat, and what the difference is between a
centipede and a millipede.

Author Bio

Judy Allen is an award-winning author whose novel Awaiting Developments
was short-listed for the Whitbread Children's Novel Award.

Judy Allen, along with illustrator Tudor Humphries, created Kingfisher's award-
winning Backyard Books series and many other successful books, including
the Reading Rainbow selections Tiger and Seal

Kingfisher
On Sale: Jun 18/19
8.25 x 8.25 • 32 pages
9780753474921 • $10.50 • pb
Juvenile Nonfiction / Animals / Insects, Spiders, Etc. •
Ages 5-8 years
Series: Backyard Books

Notes

Promotion
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Are You a Centipede?
by Judy Allen

Can you find a centipede in your own backyard? Read about the everyday life
of this fascinating multi-legged insect.
Did you know there are around 8,000 types of centipede in the world? The
name "centipede" means 100 feet, although not every centipede has that
many feet. And centipedes can't count anyway! Are You a Centipede? will give
young children an inside look at the everyday life of this fascinating insect.
They can find out why the female centipede is such a good mother, what
happens when her eggs hatch, how centipedes can run very fast to catch
insects and small spiders to eat, and what the difference is between a
centipede and a millipede.

Author Bio

Judy Allen is an award-winning author whose novel Awaiting Developments
was short-listed for the Whitbread Children's Novel Award.

Judy Allen, along with illustrator Tudor Humphries, created Kingfisher's award-
winning Backyard Books series and many other successful books, including
the Reading Rainbow selections Tiger and Seal

Kingfisher
On Sale: Jun 18/19
8.25 x 8.25 • 32 pages
9780753475058 • $16.99 • CL - With dust jacket
Juvenile Nonfiction / Animals / Insects, Spiders, Etc. •
Ages 5-8 years
Series: Backyard Books

Notes

Promotion
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Amazing Machines: Big Truckload of Fun
by Tony Mitton, illustrated by Ant Parker

A complete collection of 14 mini-sized, full-edition Amazing Machines
hardback picture books packed into a sturdy play fire engine.
The bestselling Amazing Machines series is now available in a charming box
set. With 14 mini editions inside, this collection is the perfect gift for any
preschooler who loves machines. From airplanes to rockets to tractors, these
critically acclaimed picture books are full of fun rhyming text, bright artwork,
and wacky animal characters that will engage and delight young children as
they learn about machines. Each book includes a helpful illustrated glossary
of technical words to help build vocabulary.

Author Bio

TONY MITTON was born in Tripoli, North Africa, and grew up in Africa,
Germany, Hong Kong, and England. He divides his time between teaching
and writing children's books. He lives in Cambridge, England. Ant Parker
studied drawing and printing at the Bath Academy of Art in England and has
taught papermaking, printing and bookbinding workshops for children.
Toddlers and parents around the globe have discovered the irresistible appeal
of his wacky cartoon characters in Flashing Fire Engines, Terrific Trains,
Dazzling Diggers, and Roaring Rockets. Other titles include Charlie the
Chicken and Desmond the Dog.

Kingfisher
On Sale: Jul 16/19
5.82 x 8.42
9780753474662 • $51.99 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Transportation • Ages 3-5 years
Series: Amazing Machines

Notes

Promotion
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Code Your Own Website
Editors of Kingfisher and Simon Basher

Basher's step-by-step manual showing children how to create their own
website
One of two new books in the brand-new Basher series Coding with Basher.
These books combine Basher's trademark quirky and humorous illustration
style with the very latest teachings on coding with the Scratch program from
the founders of the Coder School. Code Your Own Website builds on the skills
leaned from Coding with Scratch and shows them to to code their own
website using the three web languages of HTML, CSS, and Javascript. The
book is a fun, engaging and easy to use approach to creating a website with
the help of today's most popular coding teaching tool, Scratch, used in over
150 countries and available in more than 40 languages.

Author Bio

Kingfisher is an award-winning publisher of non-fiction and fiction for children
of all ages. Known around the world for its informative and engaging reference
and early learning books, Kingfisher also receives widespread acclaim for its
classic anthologies for five- to fourteen-year-olds and original picture books for
very young children. Artist and designer Simon Basher has fun playing in the
world of contemporary character design. Inspired by a love of simple line work
and a rich color palette, his characters fill the gap between edgy manga and
the cuteness of Hello Kitty. He lives in England.

Kingfisher
On Sale: Jul 23/19
.29 x .35 • 96 pages
9780753475126 • $12.99 • pb
Juvenile Nonfiction / Computers / Programming • Ages
7-11 years

Notes

Promotion
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Code Your Own Website
Editors of Kingfisher and Simon Basher

Basher's step-by-step manual showing children how to create their own
website
One of two new books in the brand-new Basher series Coding with Basher.
These books combine Basher's trademark quirky and humorous illustration
style with the very latest teachings on coding with the Scratch program from
the founders of the Coder School. Code Your Own Website builds on the skills
leaned from Coding with Scratch and shows them to to code their own
website using the three web languages of HTML, CSS, and Javascript. The
book is a fun, engaging and easy to use approach to creating a website with
the help of today's most popular coding teaching tool, Scratch, used in over
150 countries and available in more than 40 languages.

Author Bio

Kingfisher is an award-winning publisher of non-fiction and fiction for children
of all ages. Known around the world for its informative and engaging reference
and early learning books, Kingfisher also receives widespread acclaim for its
classic anthologies for five- to fourteen-year-olds and original picture books for
very young children. Artist and designer Simon Basher has fun playing in the
world of contemporary character design. Inspired by a love of simple line work
and a rich color palette, his characters fill the gap between edgy manga and
the cuteness of Hello Kitty. He lives in England.

Kingfisher
On Sale: Jul 23/19
7.25 x 9 • 96 pages
9780753475119 • $19.50 • CL - With dust jacket
Juvenile Nonfiction / Computers / Programming • Ages
7-11 years

Notes

Promotion
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Coding with Scratch
Editors of Kingfisher and Simon Basher

Basher's step-by-step manual showing children basic coding skills
One of two new books in the brand-new Basher series Coding with Basher.
These books combine Basher's trademark quirky and humorous illustration
style with the very latest teachings on coding with the Scratch program from
the founders of the Coder School. Coding with Scratch will show children how
to think like coders, and will help them to develop the skills necessary to build
their own website and get it online. The book is a fun, engaging and easy to
use approach to basic coding. It shows how to use today's most popular
coding teaching tool, Scratch, used in over 150 countries and available in
more than 40 languages.

Author Bio

Kingfisher is an award-winning publisher of non-fiction and fiction for children
of all ages. Known around the world for its informative and engaging reference
and early learning books, Kingfisher also receives widespread acclaim for its
classic anthologies for five- to fourteen-year-olds and original picture books for
very young children. Artist and designer Simon Basher has fun playing in the
world of contemporary character design. Inspired by a love of simple line work
and a rich color palette, his characters fill the gap between edgy manga and
the cuteness of Hello Kitty. He lives in England.

Kingfisher
On Sale: Jul 23/19
.29 x .35 • 96 pages
9780753475102 • $12.99 • pb
Juvenile Nonfiction / Computers / Programming • Ages
7-11 years

Notes

Promotion
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Coding with Scratch
Editors of Kingfisher and Simon Basher

Basher's step-by-step manual showing children basic coding skills

One of two new books in the brand-new Basher series Coding with Basher.
These books combine Basher's trademark quirky and humorous illustration
style with the very latest teachings on coding with the Scratch program from
the founders of the Coder School. Coding with Scratch will show children how
to think like coders, and will help them to develop the skills necessary to build
their own website and get it online. The book is a fun, engaging and easy to
use approach to basic coding. It shows how to use today's most popular
coding teaching tool, Scratch, used in over 150 countries and available in
more than 40 languages.

Author Bio

Kingfisher is an award-winning publisher of non-fiction and fiction for children
of all ages. Known around the world for its informative and engaging reference
and early learning books, Kingfisher also receives widespread acclaim for its
classic anthologies for five- to fourteen-year-olds and original picture books for
very young children. Artist and designer Simon Basher has fun playing in the
world of contemporary character design. Inspired by a love of simple line work
and a rich color palette, his characters fill the gap between edgy manga and
the cuteness of Hello Kitty. He lives in England.

Kingfisher
On Sale: Jul 23/19
7.25 x 9 • 96 pages
9780753475096 • $19.50 • CL - With dust jacket
Juvenile Nonfiction / Computers / Programming • Ages
7-11 years

Notes

Promotion
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Firefighter in Training
by Cath Ard, illustrated by Sarah Lawrence

Step into the shoes of a fearless fire fighter! Find out all about how fires start
and how to put them out - plus all the other important jobs that fire fighters do
to keep us safe!
Learn how to become a firefighter in this exciting title! Packed with bitesize
information and fun facts, Fire Fighter in Training will tell you all about first aid,
fighting fires, rescuing people from difficult places and much more! 

Simple activities will test your skills and reinforce the information you read in
the book. Can you help to put out a fire? Or know what to do if a person is
trapped up high? Or plan the safest escape route? Look inside to find out!

Author Bio

Catherine Ard has always loved to read books and write stories. She studied
French and English at university and got her first job in London writing
children's comics. She has written and edited many reading, activity, craft, and
reference books for children. She now lives in Bristol with her family and their
dog, Annie, who sleeps by her feet while she is working.

Kingfisher
On Sale: Aug 13/19
8 x 10 • 48 pages
9780753474976 • $11.99 • pb
Juvenile Nonfiction / Careers • Ages 5-8 years

Notes

Promotion
Featured in 'New Releases' e-newsletter to over 6k
subscribers
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Vet In Training
by Cath Ard

Step into the shoes of a veterinarian! Find out all about animals, their habitats
and how vets make sick animals better!
Learn how to become a vet in this exciting title! Packed with bitesize
information and fun facts about the life of a veterinarian, Vet in Training will tell
you all about habitats, food cycles, pets and exotic animals. 

Simple activities will test your skills and reinforce the information you read in
the book. Can you spot the sick lion in the wildlife park? Or tell when a dog is
happy or sad? Or even discover how to give a turtle a bath? Look inside to
find out!

Author Bio

Catherine Ard has always loved to read books and write stories. She studied
French and English at university and got her first job in London writing
children's comics. She has written and edited many reading, activity, craft, and
reference books for children. She now lives in Bristol with her family and their
dog, Annie, who sleeps by her feet while she is working.
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The Kingfisher Nature Encyclopedia
by David Burnie

Revised and updated edition of the perfect go-to source for information about
life on planet Earth.
There is an amazing diversity of life on Earth, from microscopic organisms to
giant redwoods and blue whales, and on every part of Earth's surface from
tropical rain forests to dark ocean depths. The Kingfisher Nature Encyclopedia
is an authoritative, beautifully-illustrated guide to the living world and all its
flora and fauna.

Author Bio

David Burnie is an accomplished zoologist who was a nature reserve ranger
before becoming a natural history author and editor. A prolific writer of many
books, including several on dinosaurs, he has seen many of his titles win
educational awards and science prizes. His titles for Kingfisher include
Kingfisher Knowledge: Endangered Planet and The Kingfisher Illustrated
Dinosaur Encyclopedia, which was nominated for the Aventis Prize for
Science Books in 2002.

Kingfisher
On Sale: Aug 13/19
8.8 x 11.2 • 320 pages
9780753475027 • $38.99 • CL - With dust jacket
Juvenile Nonfiction / Reference / Encyclopedias • Ages
8-12 years
Series: Kingfisher Encyclopedias
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Who's in the Picture?
by Susie Brooks

An engaging first art book that introduces young children to the joys of looking
at, and understanding, works of art

This simple, engaging introduction to art combines superb reproductions of an
imaginative selection of artworks by artists ranging from Rousseau and Seurat
to Mondrian and Van Gogh. With beautifully pitched text supported by friendly
cartoon-style illustrations, Who's in the Picture? invites young children to
search for particular people or animals or other detail in the paintings
displayed. Further questions encourage children to examine each artwork and
to explain, very simply, what is happening in the pictures.

Author Bio

Susie Brooks has a first-class history of art degree and has worked as an
editor and writer of children's non-fiction and picture books for over ten years.
She is the creator of the award-winning Get into Art: Animals book and its
three companion titles People, Places, Telling Stories). She is an artist herself
and runs art workshops for young children. She lives in Edinburgh, Scotland.
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